Conclusion

In this study, students had the lower order skills of rote memorization. However, they were not able to relate or apply information from previous instruction to the concepts. This may be due to 1) years of passive education or 2) memorization of fragmented facts. Or they might not have been successfully taught to think critically or realize when they are not doing so.

We must teach students to reason with discipline, skill, and flexibility in order to become critical observers and communicators, and be prepared for the technological society we are producing. Students must learn these skills to be functional in an age of accelerating change. Without these skills, students are destined to become merely users and servants of technology, vulnerable to the lowest forms of persuasion, and incapable of reasoning through information, misinformation and disinformation put forth by the media. Indeed, the functional distance between the few educated elite and the numerous "trained" mediocre may become a crippling societal problem.

Arleen J. Watkins is currently a Research Specialist for Cancer Research and the Coordinator of Third Year Medical Students at the University of Arizona. She also coordinated the self study program in introductory mathematics at the University of Arizona.
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Research & Teaching in Developmental Education

By Arthur B. Powell, Esae Pierre and Carlos Ramos, Rutgers University

Researching, Reading, and Writing about Writing to Learn Mathematics: Pedagogy and Product

Abstract

The collaborative work of a mathematics professor and two undergraduate students to produce an annotated bibliography about writing to learn mathematics offers a new research paradigm. The authors discuss this paradigm, procedural and affective aspects of compiling and annotating the bibliography, and criteria for selecting bibliographic entries. At the end of the article, the authors present their annotated bibliography.

Researching, reading and writing are activities usually associated with intellectual or academic projects. Though the project we describe entailed these activities, nevertheless, it was unusual for two essential reasons. First, it involved a teacher and, rather than doctoral students, two undergraduate students, together laboring to annotate a bibliography of selected articles and books about writing to learn mathematics. This tangible product was one focus of the project. As important and as useful as bibliographies are, more significant was the second focus. This was pedagogical and was connected to developmental education, specifically to mathematics. In both anticipated and unanticipated ways, the project proved particularly powerful in encouraging students who had been underprepared mathematically--to participate in mathematics and to contribute to mathematics education. Moreover, the pedagogical and collaborative processes of this project, including its product orientation, signal the emergence of a new paradigm for research activities in developmental education (Powell, Jeffres, & Selby, 1989). In this paradigm, students and teachers collaboratively investigate and develop curricular materials as well as pedagogical techniques.

The two students collaborating on this project, Pierre and Ramos, had taken a "prealgebra" course that Powell taught and, in it, had to maintain journals (or learning...
Project Activities and Benefits

When the project began, Pierre and Ramos had different conceptions of the project and feelings about participating. Ramos thought that Powell's invitation offered him an interesting work study assignment. In other words, he viewed the project as merely a job, with little else tied to it. Pierre, on the other hand, was surprised when Powell invited him to participate, did not believe himself to be a good enough reader or writer. However, he trusted that Powell believed him to be capable, and thus joined the project with reticent enthusiasm. Moreover, Pierre having used writing in his mathematics class, held preconceived notions about what the authors would argue.

Pierre and Ramos not only had different initial attitudes toward and conceptions of the project but they had different experiences with researching, reading, and writing. While both performed the same duties as researching the literature, reading articles, and writing abstracts, they, nevertheless, developed differently. For example, discussing with Powell each article and abstract sharpened Pierre's confidence about his ability to read and write. Furthermore, since these discussions centered on evaluating and identifying important points in the articles, Pierre began to perceive salient points about the substance of subsequent articles and to incorporate these points into the abstracts he wrote. Thus, as he grew more confident about his reading, he developed his facility to write abstracts.

Ramos also developed further his ability to read critically. To capture the meaning of each sentence, he read the articles slowly and deliberately to remain in touch with an author's thoughts as he moved from sentence to sentence and paragraph to paragraph. He also extended this approach to writing abstracts. Initially, he would write all that he wanted and thought was important to say and then would slowly and deliberately recast his commentary.

Along with developing careful and critical reading and writing strategies, we observed other benefits and outcomes. Since Pierre had used writing in a prior mathematics course, he believed that he knew its limitations and benefits from the readings, he discovered benefits that went beyond his initial conceptions. He learned that differences in the needs of individuals meant that they derived different benefits from using writing as a learning tool. Also, he changed his original conception that writing was a learning tool confined to mathematics.

Learning about theories and practices of using writing as a learning tool led both Pierre and Ramos to adopt new study strategies and to appreciate how writing facilitates learning. Ramos, for instance, felt able to discuss the articles he read with the authors. Also, he learned about "reader expectation theory" and applied it whenever he wrote. Pierre incorporated writing in studying precalculus, calculus, genetics, and chemistry whereas Ramos used writing to study linear algebra and differential equations.

Overall, Pierre and Ramos derived a number of benefits from this project. Perhaps the most salient is that they came to understand and appreciate more deeply the usefulness of writing for learning. Similar to the effects of reading and writing about it, the process of writing to learn is like the morning dew that forms on windows. At the start of the night, the window is dry, comparable to the state when understanding a subject is nil. By the appearance of light, moisture condenses on the pane, and ultimately water droplets stream down the glass. In the same way, writing to learn develops and solidifies thoughts and ideas in the minds of students. The accumulation of moisture on the pane is comparable to the accumulation of insights that students acquire as they write to learn. Each time they write about a piece of mathematics, they must reflect on it and accommodate their thoughts and ideas to words. These processes force students to become aware of the contents of their minds and to think more clearly, consequently, they solidify their understandings of mathematics and generate mathematical knowledge.

Writing to Learn Mathematics and Selection Criteria

The above metaphor illustrates the justification proffered in the literature for the efficacy of writing as a learning tool. From a corpus on writing to learn mathematics, published in English, mainly in North America, we used specific criteria to select references for the bibliography. To provide a context for these criteria, we first briefly offer related historical and theoretical issues.

Since about 1977 and particularly after 1987, discussions have proliferated in the literature and at professional gatherings concerning the efficacy of writing as an adjunct to the teaching and learning of mathematics. Among mathematics educators, this interest appeared in the wake of, as Harro (1982) describes it, a revolution in theoretical and related pedagogical theories of composition. Insistent perspectives in cognitive psychology, neuropsychology, sociolinguistics and philosophy informed new pedagogies through which educators viewed writing not only as a communicative tool but also as a powerful instrument for reflecting on experiences. Educators began to understand that, like mathematics, writing is a major tool for thought, and that, most importantly, students could use it as a tool for learning disciplines other than English and literary criticism. Indeed, even before this revolution in the teaching of writing began, Bruner (1966) advised that both writing...
and mathematics are instruments or "devices for ordering thoughts about things and thoughts about thoughts" (p. 112). Reasonably, therefore, one can imagine mathematics educators exploring pedagogical tools whereby these seemingly disimilar instruments function, as it were, symbolically to augment learning.

From our investigation of nearly one hundred works, we discovered that mathematics educators in increasing numbers are exploring ways of employing writing as a support for mathematics learning. Naturally, among these explorations, there are significant differences in the rationales and purposes for and implementations of writing into mathematics curricula. Nevertheless, among these differing approaches, two broad categories are identified: product approaches and process approaches. In the former approach, writing is used as a way of demonstrating knowledge, in process product approaches, writing is used as a way of achieving knowledge or, in other words, as a way of knowing. In process approaches, mathematics educators engage students in writing activities for purposes that immediately focus on mathematics rather than on students. The concern is for what students know at the moment, not for how their mathematical ideas evolve. In contrast, when educators design writing activities in the process product category, they intend to stimulate and support students' evolving understandings and insights, to encourage students to express their affective responses to mathematics; and to prompt students to write and analyze their mathematical autobiographies or histories. In this category, writing activities focus on the intellectual and emotional energies of students by prompting them to reflect broadly and deeply on mathematics, on their learning, and on their feelings. Consequently, writing activities in this category tend to have several phases of drafting stages. Moreover, through these stages, students have opportunities to negotiate meaning and generate knowledge.

Pedagogical differences suggested by the two categories of approaches require student writings to have different functions. These functions range between expressive and transactional writing, two of the three categories formulated by Britton et al. (1975). Transactional writing is chiefly the type of writing that students produce in product approaches. In these approaches, writing activities are used for assessment and diagnosis, for students to record step by step arithmetic procedures, and for assignments in which students respond to instructor-supplied questions or topics, complete sentences or write short, well-developed passages. Since the primary aim of product approaches is evaluation, writing activities in these approaches require students to produce writing that is impersonal or transactional rather than expressive.

With substantially different aims from product approaches, writing activities in process product approaches function to evoke students' independent and divergent thinking. Such activities tend to require exploratory, speculative writing in which students externalize some of the content of their minds. Writing here is used primarily as a vehicle to learn about mathematics and oneself as a learner, not merely to measure the extent to which students memorize information. Furthermore, though mathematics educators do not necessarily describe their writing assignments using the theoretical categories of Britton et al., many process product activities move students dialectically and recursively along the expressive transactional continuum.

A characteristic of expressive writing is that, according to Britton et al., "it is a kind of matrix from which differentiated forms of mature writing [poetic and transactional] are developed" (1975, p. 83). In process-product approaches, expressive writing activities often provide starting points for transactional writing. Students write to articulate some combination of their beliefs about the nature of mathematical knowledge, their thoughts about a piece of mathematics, and their affective responses to the mathematics they are learning. Necessarily, this involves them in negotiating meaning and generating knowledge as well as in reflecting on and monitoring their cognition and affections. From these expressive starting points and through processes that include response and revision, students move toward writing about mathematics so that the function of their writing is transactional.

While two broad categories of writing activities- product and process product are defined and the types of functions of activities that pertain to each are described, we have chosen to include only those articles and books that describe activities that fall within the process product category. Though we recognize that writing activities that are just in the product categories have their place in mathematics curricula, we believe that educators overuse them and already know very well how to devise such activities. Instead, the focus is on activities that engage students in generating and appropriating knowledge by providing opportunities for students to achieve critical distance from their first insights or thoughts. Also, omitted are empirical studies. The studies consulted were designed to measure the effectiveness of writing on student achievement in and attitudes toward mathematics. However, either the confusing and contradictory information regarding the methods yielded by the brief instructional periods of these studies made their empirical investigations problematic.

Can students, in fact, use writing as a vehicle to learn mathematics? Many of the authors cited in the bibliography tackle this question. As well, most describe particular writing activities for accomplishing specific purposes.

Annotated Bibliography


BeMiller argues for the term 'workbook' over 'journal' or 'log' not only to emphasize a personal approach to learning and knowledge, not only to avoid the conflicting image that some have associated journals with mathematics, and not only to encourage constant recordings of observations but also to stress that learning results only from working. He then describes assignments he gives students involving transactional and expressive writing. Finally, he offers five soft assertions about the processes whereby writing affects learning.


Berlinghoff describes how he uses writing in his freshman mathematics course. Students are introduced to problem-solving strategies, given a problem to solve, and then asked to write about how they solved the problem.
Berlinghoff claims that this form of writing refines students' mathematical thinking and that they come to appreciate this form of thinking.

Birken, M. (1989) Using writing to assist learning in college mathematics classes In P. Connolly & T. Viardt (Eds.), Writing to learn mathematics and science (pp. 33-47) New York: Teachers College Press

Unlike the approach of some teachers, Birken points out why writing in a mathematics class should not be a fad. She discusses benefits that students derive from writing and describes four categories of writing activities. For each activity, she provides an example of a mathematical problem that she uses in connection with it.


Borasi and Rose evaluate why writing in a mathematics course helps students. From a study involving students in a course, "Algebra for Professional Programs," they elaborate benefits that students and instructors can receive through dialogue and from journal writing.

Brandau, I. (1990) Rewriting our stories of mathematics In A. Sterrett (Ed.), Using writing to teach mathematics (pp. 73-77) Washington, DC: The Mathematical Association of America

Brandau invites students to write mathematical autobiographies and, through these, to re-examine their views of mathematics. Chronologically, she presents the writing of one student and documents improvement in his attitude toward both mathematics and writing. She also discusses advantages and disadvantages of mathematical autobiographies.


Buerk reports on a study of math anxious women, who were, according to the Perry scheme, generally "relativistic" but "dualistic" in their beliefs about the nature of mathematics. Before and after the study, the women were interviewed and wrote about their feelings about mathematics. They were given problems and, before solving them, asked to build mental images of the problems. Afterward, they discussed how they would solve the problems. Also, they wrote about solving the problems and about insights they derived from discussing and working on the problems.


Burton describes her work in trying to change students' thinking about mathematics. She engages her students in writing and dialogue as a way to prompt them to think while doing mathematics. She describes how, using writing, two students changed their views of mathematics and problem solving.

Burton, G. M. (1985) Writing as a way of knowing in a mathematics education class Arithmetic Teacher, 33, 40-45

Burton describes pedagogical uses in a number of writing assignments and their benefits for students and instructors. She suggests ways students can help each other, an example of which are guidelines for peer review. Also, she gives a format for assessing the quality of students' work.

Countryman, J. (1992). Writing to learn mathematics Strategies that work, K-12 Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann

Countryman demonstrates how the use of journals, learning logs, letters, autobiographies, investigations, and formal papers can dramatically improve the reasoning abilities of students. In the book, she provides descriptions of writing activities that one can use to enhance the learning of math, and includes examples of student writing from short journal entries to excerpts from longer research papers. She also suggests topics students can explore and present at different levels of school mathematics, including descriptions of student responses to these presentations.


Drscoill and Powell contend that students more successfully negotiate meanings in mathematics when educators attend to communicative processes. They discuss an experiment in which writing is used to gauge students' comprehension of mathematical text. Based on the experiment, they describe a technique in which students, working collaboratively in small groups, use writing to negotiate their comprehension and interpretation of text.


Equating drawing as a writing activity of kindergartners, the authors describe how they adapted Donald Graves' five step model of the writing process to the process of solving problems. They also discuss the work of one student.
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In Part One of Frankenstein's book, she discusses issues in the learning of mathematics anxiety, anger, and accomplishment. In Chapter 6, she introduces students to reasons for keeping a journal. These reasons are connected to overcoming anxiety and clarifying learning techniques, and understanding mathematical concepts and problems. In addition, she suggests seven ways students can use journals effectively.


The authors discuss sociological roots of underprepared mathematics students and how, among other vehicles, reading and articulating help students construct meaning in mathematics. Some articulation activities they discuss are free writing, journals or learning logs, and multiple entry logs. These activities enable learners to explore, reflect, and conjecture. The authors indicate that writing serves as an outlet for anxiety and other emotions that can hinder students' progress in mathematics. They also suggest that responses to student writings should be non-judgmental and invite students to explore their ideas further.


In the context of a computer-based calculus course, the authors describe how students' lab reports become learning tools. After instructors comment on the first drafts, students revise their reports, applying principles of "reader expectation," a writing approach that they learn in a university required writing course. By providing examples of student writings, the authors show how revising forces students to recast and refine their ideas into clearer and more precise form and, thereby, enable them to deepen their understanding of the concepts and techniques of the course.


The authors assert that writing in mathematics classrooms should not be limited to note taking. Instead, they suggest that writing activities should be generative, allowing learners to produce personal and unique mathematics. The activities should also enable students to acquire control, understanding, and a sense of security with mathematical ideas. To accomplish these ends, the authors describe two writing vehicles: mathematical and commentary. The former allows students to express themselves using mathematical symbols, while the latter prompts students to reflect on their doing, thinking, and feeling toward mathematics. Finally, the authors suggest a matrix for classifying the type of writing that students produce and, within it, which is most beneficial for learning.


For Kenyon, writing is like problem solving. In this context, he discusses long-term and short-term assignments and notes, what to look for, what to expect, and how to respond to the initial writings of students.


After critiquing conventional pedagogies of mathematics and exploring why students suffer math anxiety, Lax proposes a different approach to teaching mathematics, one which is problem-centered and engages students in writing while they work in groups and outside of class. She suggests that both students and teachers benefit and, using problems, explores questions that students may ask and ways of handling them. She also shows how students' previous experience with mathematics may determine the complexity of the questions they ask.


Layzer supports the notion that writing about mathematical ideas helps learners acquire a deeper understanding of mathematical concepts. He correlates the ability to think and write clearly on a mathematical concept with a high level of understanding of that concept. For him, the clearer and more precise a learner's writing is, the deeper the understanding the learner has of the mathematical concept.


LeGere engages students in both collaborative and writing activities to aid learning and develop critical thinking. Of the writing activities she uses, she divides them into four categories: personal mathematics history, problem analysis, quiz taking, and open-ended writing. For each category, she provides examples of writing activities and then discusses the benefits.


McDonald discusses some of her reactions to being a student in a course on operations research that required journal writing on which the instructor commented. McDonald describes her initial anxiety about the course and difficulty in writing non-narrative, thoughtful journal entries. Gradually, she begins to see
how writing enhances her learning and anxiety is replaced by confidence.

McDonald cites additional benefits that she experienced from using journals and, in the context of journals, how the dialogue between students and an instructor allows an instructor to respond more readily to student needs.


For teaching different levels of calculus, Mett suggests appropriate writing activities and discusses their benefits.


Attempting to respond to requests for “proof” that writing helps students acquire a better understanding of mathematics, Mett discusses examples of student journals to demonstrate how these writings help students think about and understand and use new concepts and terminology in mathematics.


Mett investigates the use of writing in a course on operations research. Students develop projects and report them orally and in writing. She provides examples of student writings along with her responses. She also discusses ideas and questions that came up and after her investigation and, as appendices, includes her syllabus and project schedule.


Miller responds to questions that teachers might pose about how writing improves learning, how to implement writing activities, how to handle the reading of student writings, should spelling and grammar errors be corrected, and whether writing will interfere with covering content. In answering these questions, she discusses the use of “prompted writing prompts.” She also suggests ways of getting started with writing prompts.


Providing three examples of writing prompts, Miller advocates using prompts during the first five minutes of class to promote students’ procedural and conceptual understanding of mathematics.


Myers describes a writing to learn program in a geometry course. Students engage in writing activities ranging from mathematical autobiographies to proof writing and proof analyses. Using the Reader Expectation Theory, they restate their first drafts, producing clearer and sharper writing. Students deepen their understanding of geometry. Myers also discusses how he integrates writing into the curriculum and provides students’ as well as her own evaluations of the course.


In part of this article, Powell discusses three types of writing activities: (1) journals, (2) creative writing and research problems, and (3) explorations and problem generating activities. He provides examples of student writings and suggests ways of responding to them.


The authors describe a research model that involves, as co-investigators, those who are traditionally subjects. In this participatory model, they use writing as a vehicle to engage students and instructor in interdependent learning and as a means of empowering students. The authors also suggest the relationship of their model to a humanistic perspective of mathematics.


After noting the connections between reflecting on experiences and learning, the authors discuss writing as a tool to enhance reflection and distinguish effective writing activities, ones that involve students in producing mathematics. Using two of these writing activities—free writing and journals—the authors provide evidence of how, in a semester, writing enabled a student to develop insights and facility in mathematics. The student is one of the authors.


While describing a writing to learn technique called multiple entry logs, Powell and Ramnauth highlight the ability of logs to prompt generative reflections on mathematical texts. They interpret and evaluate examples of logs that Ramnauth wrote after he began to see Powell for help in a precalculus class. They also discuss the benefits of multiple entry logs for teachers, tutors, and students.
After speaking to teachers, the authors learned that many wanted to teach problem solving as a component of their course but could not because they lacked an effective pedagogical method. Thus, they initiated MATHCAPS, a project designed to introduce teachers to different problem solving strategies and ways to teach them. A major component of the project was writing, which became a tool for teachers to reflect on teaching strategies and mathematical concepts. In the process, it served as a catalyst to change their beliefs about teaching and mathematics. This change, from a rigid, algorithmic computational focus to a more conceptual focus helped the participating teachers improve their teaching and learning of mathematics.


The authors advocate informal, longer, and non-graded writing activities for learning mathematics. They describe activities using learning logs and propose ways that teachers can monitor and respond to student writings.


Though this book is mainly about science writing, Worsley and Mayer do treat writing in mathematics, contending that it is essential for grasping concepts as mathematicians know them. Two useful sections are “Questions and answers,” where they treat issues that arise in writing and the mathematics, and the appendix, “Using writing in mathematics,” written by R. W. Kenyon, where he suggests writing assignments, grouped into two categories: eight short-term activities and seventeen long-term projects.

Notes

1 For another example in the field of mathematics education, specifically in the area of critical mathematics literacy involving working-class adults, see Frankenstein (1992).

2 For details on use of journals, see Powell & Lopez (1989). Also, at the end of this article, the annotated bibliography, pages sixty-one to eighty-nine, contains references to other pedagogical uses of journals.

3 Students of the Newark College of Arts and Sciences, Rutgers, the State University of New Jersey, need only to demonstrate proficiency in college algebra.

4 See Myers (1991) and Copen & Smith (1989 or 1990) for details on “teacher expectation theory” as well as for discussions on its application to writing to learn mathematics.
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